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A NOTE FROM THE DESIGNER: I am passionate about real estate - from buying and selling with

clients to analyzing deals, rehabbing and helping people create a real estate portfolio. Thinking outside the
box and getting a transaction to the closing table is my specialty. With over 25 years in the industry including
mortgaged-backed securities trading, appraiser, realtor and investor both nationwide and internationally I know how to navigate the sometimes complex and intricate waters of real estate.

1. Vinnova Double Vanity

A perfect complement to a contemporary space, the
Vinnova Gela Vanity combines the clean, sharp lines of
modern design with classic furniture styling. The Carrara
White marble countertop provides a dramatic contrast
with the dark Espresso cabinet.
1,03009

$

BUY IT HERE

2. Pfister Saxton Faucets

Defining the décor of a trans-modern movement,
saxton offers a transitional style with a modern
twist. Saxton’s sleek lines and sweeping curved
spout express style and grace. Saxton is an ideal
enhancement to any bath.
10223

$

BUY IT HERE

3. H
 amilton Hills Mirrors
This elegant beveled mirror framed mirror is a
show piece for any room. A substantial three inch
angled mirror sides slope down to the large beveled
rectangle wall mirror in the center.
18999

$

BUY IT HERE

4. M
 inka Lavery Vanity Lights
The Minka Group has grown to become a leader in
the decorative lighting industry. As a company, we
pride ourselves on the quality and workmanship of
each and every fixture we produce.
11834

$

BUY IT HERE
Prices subject to change.
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5. Maravilla Iceberg Brushed Marble Tile
Straight and perfectly cut-to-size edges of this tile allow
minimum grout lines and butted installation in order to
create continuity of the beautiful designs and veins of
natural stone. Sourced from quarries in Turkey, this is a
high quality, authentic natural stone.
5 /sq ft

$ 99

BUY IT HERE

6. C
 arrara Marble White Hexagon Tile
This Carrara collection adds an extremely elegant touch
to any space residential or commercial with subtle beauty
and smooth textures.
1195/sq ft

$

BUY IT HERE

6
7. Delta Shower Trim Kit

This 17 Series Dual Temperature and Pressure
Shower only Faucet is a fully functioning unit which
includes the Showerhead. It features a Large Handle
to control the Shower (on/off) along with a smaller
Handle used to set the temperature. You can set
the temperature however you prefer and then just
leave that smaller handle in place. Every time you
take a shower you will simply turn it on with the
large handle and the water come out exactly at your
preferred level of warmth! Of course you can always
adjust the temperature level any time as desired.
This fixture also includes the required Rough-in
Valve which installs in the wall.
$

13349

BUY IT HERE
Prices subject to change.
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